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Abstract 
We investigate, by means of an example, the large deviations principle for the empirical 
measure of a Markov chain when Feller continuity properties are not assumed. Using the weak 
convergence approach, we explicitly compute the resulting rate function, and find that it is not 
of the Donsker-Varadhan form. 
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1. Introduction 
Let X,  denote a discrete time Markov chain, with Polish state space Y' and 
n transition kernel p(x, da), and let L. = n -1 ~=~ 6xj denote its induced empirical 
measure (also called the occupation measure). One of the outstanding successes of the 
theory of large deviations has been the derivation, by Donsker and Varadhan (1976), 
of a general arge deviation principle for L., with the rate function given explicitly by 
the solution of a variational problem. Let Jgl(Y')  be the space of probability measures 
on Y" with the weak topology, and let H(/~I LP2) denote the relative entropy between 
probability measures #1, P2: H(#I 1~2) = ~ if g~ is not absolutely continuous with 
respect o/~2, and H(pt 1/~2) = ~ log ((d/~l/d,tt2) (X))#l (dx) otherwise. Under appropri- 
ate conditions, it was proved in Donsker and Varadhan (1976) that 
- inf I(/l) ~<lim infP(L ,  cA)  ~<lim sup P(L,  e A) <<, - inf I(/~), 
/ l eA  o n~c n~c t le f i ,  
where A ° and ,4 denote, respectively, the interior and closure of a (measurable) set 
A c ,A/1(5(). The rate function I is defined by 
I(/~) = inf H(u(dx)zt(x, da)l#(dx) p(x, da)). 
{n(x.da):~lt(dx)rc(x, da) = u(da)}  
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We refer the reader to Deuschel and Stroock (1989), Dembo and Zeitouni (1993), or 
Dupuis and Ellis (1996) for definitions and terminology related to the theory of large 
deviations. Note that the rate function I(#) as defined above can be shown to equal the 
standard formula for the rate function as given in Donsker and Varadhan (1976). 
Besides exponential tightness assumptions, which we will avoid in this paper by 
restricting f to be compact and hence forcing ~'1(S) to be compact, this basic result 
is usually obtained under either an assumption of Feller continuity of the kernel 
p(x, da), or assumptions on the uniformity of the kernel with respect to x, in the sense 
of the existence of a dominating measure (see Ney and Nummelin (1987), Deuschel 
and Stroock (1989), de Acosta (1990), Dembo and Zeitouni (1993) for partial refer- 
ences). It has also been obtained under what can be thought of as a "with probability 
one Feller condition" in Dupuis and Ellis (1996). This assumption requires neither the 
Feller property nor a dominating measure, but instead assumes that the set of points 
where the Feller property fails is negligible in an appropriate sense. The rate function 
in this case is the same as under the Feller condition. On the other hand, under 
appropriate mixing hypotheses one can prove that a large deviations principle is valid, 
although in this case the rate function is not explicitly identified (see the exposition in 
Deuschel and Stroock (1989) and, for weaker conditions, Bryc and Dembo (1995)). 
This gap is a nontrivial gap, as the examples in de Acosta (1990) and Dinwoodie (1993) 
amply demonstrate. Our goal in this paper is to further explore this gap by means of 
an example, which illustrates ome new phenomena one should expect when Feller 
continuity is violated, even for very mixing chains. Our main vehicle is the weak 
convergence approach to large deviations (Dupuis and Ellis, 1996), whose advantage 
in the present context is that it allows one to understand intuitively how the 
Donsker-Varadhan rate function must be modified. 
The example we give can easily be extended and generalized. However, our goal in 
this paper is to simply illustrate some of the possibilities, and in particular to examine 
the role that the Feller property plays in determining the form of the rate function. In 
the absence of any specific applications, we have forsaken the development of 
a general result. 
2. Example 
We consider the Markov chain on the state space ~r _- [0, 1], with initial position 
Xo = x e [0, 1] and transition probability 
=  u[0, 1](da), x e [½, 13 
x 1 3 p(x, da) [U[~ + ~,~-  ~]'(da), x e [0,½). 
Here and in the sequel, U[c, d] denotes the uniform distribution on [c, d]. As long as 
this process tays to the left of the point ½, the distribution of the next step of the 
process looks more and more like a point mass concentrated on ½. However, as soon 
as the process visits [½, 1], the next step is distributed according to a uniform 
distribution. The Markov chain generated by p(x, da) is readily seen to be strongly 
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mixing, with a unique invariant measure. On the other hand, on an exponential scale, 
one can tilt the transition kernel when x <½ in such a way that the Markov chain 
remains confined to the interval [0, ½), and thereby force the empirical measure to 
converge to 6~/2. Since the cost of such tilting is (in exponential terms) finite, it is clear 
that such a possibility should be reflected in the LDP. More precisely, let X~, X2 . . . .  
denote a realization of the Markov chain generated by p(x, da), and let 
1 n L,  = ~ Z~= 1 fix,. Our goal is to prove the following: 
Theorem 1. With 39 = [0, 1] and It ~ J4'1(39), let c ~ [0, 1] be such that 12 = c3~/2 + 
(1 - c)v, where v ~ ~g~(Y') satisfies v({½}) = 0. Define 
l(It) = (1 - c) inf H(v(dx)rc(x, da) lv(dx)p(x,  da)) + c21og2. 
[~z(x, da):j'v(dx)~(x, da) -  v (da)~ 
(1) 
Then L ,  satisfies the LDP with good rate function I. 
Of course, in view of the results on the LDP for Markov chains described in the 
introduction, the interest in this particular Markov chain stems from the discontinuity 
of the statistics at x = ½. The explicit computation of the rate function, and the 
difference between the standard Donsker-Varadhan rate function and (1) are best 
explained in terms of the weak convergence approach to large deviations theory. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We recall the following known facts. A detailed iscussion may 
be found in the book Dupuis and Ellis (1996). Let 1A~(X) denote the indicator function 
of the set A ~, where c stands for complement. The fact that the Laplace principle 
implies the large deviation principle can be understood intuitively by approximating 
a function of the form ~IA4X) by bounded continuous functions. The representation 
formula stated in 2 can be proved in a number of ways, including an argument based 
on dynamic programming and an alternative method that is based on the duality 
lemma of convex analysis together with a conditioning argument. 
1. Laplace principle. Assume that for each fe  Ch(Jil(39)), 
1 
- - l ogExe  -"IIL"I-~..~ inf (I(#) +f(it)), 
n ~E l / J ( / l )  
and that I(.) is lower semicontinuous with respect o the weak topology on ~¢/1(39). 
Then (c.f. Theorem 1.2.6 in Dupuis and Ellis (1996)) L, satisfies the LDP with the good 
rate function I(-). 
2. Representation formula. Let {~ (da[x,  f ) ,  x ~ 39, f ~ oJ~/+ (~'), j = 1, 2 . . . . .  n} de- 
note a family of conditional probability distributions on 39, where d/+ (~) denotes the 
space of non-negative Borel measures on f .  Define the Markov chain X~' by the 
-n  -n  -n  n n -n  1 J relation X~ = x, Px(Xj+l  G A[Xt ,  ... = ~ i= 6~;., " ,X j )  = v j (A IX~,L f l ,  where Lj  1 
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and L. = -" L,. Then (c.f. Theorem 4.2.2 in Dupuis and Ellis (1996)), 
(1.-1 ) 
__1 log E~e_,S(L.) = infE~ ~ n(~](. [X],E])Ip(X],')) + f(L,)  . 
n {~I kn j = o 
Here Ex denotes expectation with respect to the measure P~. In the sequel we will not 
explicitly denote the dependence of ~ on X7 and L~. 
For convenience, and since the proofs of the two parts are essentially different, we 
note that proving the LDP for L, is equivalent to proving the lower semicontinuity of 
I and the following two bounds: 
l iminf infEx H(~,'](.)[p(X]..)) +f(L, )  >~ inf (I(/0 +f0~)), (2) 
lim sup infEx H(v'](')Ip(Xy.')) +f(L , )  ~< inf (I(p) +f(/~)), (3) 
(Under the lower semicontinuity of I, the lower bound (2) is equivalent to the large 
deviations upper bound, whereas the upper bound (3) is equivalent to the large 
deviations lower bound.) 
As a preliminary step, we define an auxiliary Markov chain which will be needed 
later. Since p(x, {½}) = 0 for all x, X~ # ½ for all i >0, w.p.1. Let Lr = [0, 1] 2, let {Xi} 
be as before, and define 
yi = { 0, 
Xi - 1/2 1 Xi-1 >~½, 
Xi-1 - 1/2 + 2' Xi-1 <½. 
(4) 
As explained above, we expect hat with a probability that is not negligible in an 
exponential scale, the empirical measure L, will have a component that approximates 
an atom at the point ½. In order to understand how likely this phenomena is from the 
large deviation perspective, we must examine in some detail the behavior of the chain 
near this point. To do this we follow a time honored method in weak convergence 
theory, that is, we simply tack on to the state vector the quantity of interest, and study 
the joint distributions when we take limits. It is easy to see that conditioned on 
Xi-1 <½, the marginal law of Yi is U[0, 1]. Because the transition function p(x, da) 
approaches a point mass as x tends to ½ from below, the detailed behavior about this 
point of the Xi process is obscured. The process Yi magnifies the behavior when Xi is 
in a neighborhood of½, and analysis of the corresponding variable 17/" will allow us to 
understand the details of how mass can pile up around this point. Definef(x, a) = 0 
>1_ when x~.-2 and f (x ,a )=(a -½) / (x -½)+½ when x<½. Then in fact 
{Zi} = {(Xi, Y~)} forms a Markov chain with transition probability 
q((x, y), da x db) = q(x, da x db) = p(x, da)6,,-(~,,,)(db). (5) 
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Proof of the inequality (2), and the large deviation upper bound. Let 9~ (da) be a family 
of conditional laws as described above, and let ~,j 1, , n, denote the associated 
Markov chain. Let ~ (da × db) denote the conditional law on ~ defined by 
~ (da ×db) = ~ (da) 6y(x.a) (db). (6) 
Let the random vector generated by ~j' (da × db) be denoted by Z j-"+ 1 = (X j-"+ 1, Yj'+ a), 
= . " -" . -" = -"(AIX ], L~). Define the random j 1,.. ,n. Thus P~(Zj+16AIXj ,  . . ,X1) c(j 
measures fi" n-1 n 6 if-," = n-1 n n = Z j= 1 ~7, Yq = 1 6~7, and ]~"(dx  da x db) = n- 1 Z j= 16~:, 
(dx)~'(da x db). (We will also omit in the sequel the conditioning argument in ~'.) 
Then by compactness of ~e, one has, at least on subsequences, 
fi" ~,~ ~ fi, fi" ~ ,~ (fi and L" f, ----~ n---) 0o 
where all convergence is in distribution with respect to weak convergence ofprobabi- 
lity measures. 
The definitions above imply fi"(dx × [0, 1] 2) = L"(dx). Since the mapping that 
takes a measure into its first marginal is continuous, ]~(dx × [0, 1] 1) = £(dx). An 
analogous argument shows that fi(dx × [0, 1]) = F,(dx). The same argument as the 
one used to show the existence of regular conditional probabilities hows that with 
probability one there is a regular conditional distribution ]~(da × db[x) such that 
fl(dx × da × db) = E(dx)fl(da × dblx). We claim that: 
Lemma 1. 
f f i (dx dy)fl(da x db[x) = x db) fi(da × a.s . ,  
and therefore 
fE(dx)fl(da x [0, 1]Ix) = L(da) a.s .  
Proof. The proof is a rerun of arguments in Dupuis and Ellis (1996). Let g : ~ ~ ~ be 
a bounded measurable function. Note that with ~ . . . . .  a({X~, Xj}),-" 
Ex(g(Z7+ ,)1o~7) = f g(a, b)~](da x db). 
Owing to the boundedness of g and the conditional independence of the summands, 
f g(a, b)fi.(da x db) - f f  g(a, b)fl"(dx x da x db) 
l (g (Z] )  - g(Z2)) + - ~ -" = - (g (Z j+ l )  - E~(o(27+ ,)1 ~-7) )~.~ 0, (7) 
11 n j= o 
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where the limit holds in probability. We conclude that for each such g, we have 
fy(a,b)fL,daxdb)=ffy(a,b)~(dxxdaxdb) 
=ffo(a,b)~(dxxdy)~(daxdblx) 
except on a set of measure zero. If we observe that the last equality holds with 
probability one for all g in a separating family of continuous functions, we obtain the 
first conclusion of the lemma. The second conclusion follows from the first by 
integrating out the b variable. [] 
Let p(.) denote the uniform density on [0, 1]. We next define 
fq(x, da x db), x 4= ½ 
~(x, da db) X 1 [61/2(da)p(db), x - 2. 
The transition function c~ is essentially the "left continuous regularization" ofq. This is 
the function that should be relevant in any calculation involving weak limits, since all 
the mass at ½ in the limit must come from the left. Recall that/ i"  is the empirical 
distribution of the pair (X~", Y~'), and that ki n ~/2 in distribution. We will see that the 
new term in the rate function can be expressed in terms of the relative ntropy of the 
conditional law of the second variable in ki (given that the first variables equals ½) with 
respect to the distribution p. In order for the mass to accumulate at the point ½, it will 
be necessary that this conditional distribution ot equal p. In fact, we will see shortly 
that this measure must be entirely supported on [0, ½]. Consequently, the contribution 
of this new term will be non-zero. 
We now claim: 
Lemma 2. Assume that sup.ExH(fl"[[," ®q) <K < oo. Then 
[,n(dx)q(x, da x db) ~n--~ [,(dx)gl(X, da x db). 
Proof. By the continuity of q(x, da x db) in x away from x = ½, it is obvious that one 
needs only to check the behavior at x = ½. Let A 6 = [1/2 - 6, 1/2 + 6] and C ° = 
A 6x{0}. Mass will "pile up" at the point ½ if l im6.olim sup, .~ 
~i"(A ~ x [0, 13) >0.  
We now prove that, in probability, 
lim lim sup/i"(C 6) = 0. (8) 
6--*0 n~co 
According to (4), the set W x {0} is given a positive mass by (X/", Y~') if and only if 
X~" ~>½. Thus the last display implies that all the mass that piles up at ½ comes from the 
left. Since q(x, da x db) --* ~(½, da x db) when x/'½, this will imply the lemma. It is easy 
to check that for all x >½, q(x, C °) 426. By using the Skorokhod representation 
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(Ethier and Kurtz 1986), we can assume that fi" ~ fi and/7" -~/7 with probability one 
for purposes of calculating the limit of expectations involving these quantities. We see 
from (7) that 
1 ~ ~(daxdb)  fl"([O, 1]xdaxdb)  fi(daxdb) 
~q j -1  
w.p.l in the weak topology. This implies that 
) lim Px n j  1 ~;(C'6) /12(C~/2)  - (~ = | "  
n 
Hence if (8) does not hold, then for 6 small enough there exist an N and positive 
constants Yo, Po independent of6 such that for all n > N, 
p - ~ ~(C  ~) 
Let N,(n) = {j = 1,2 . . . . .  n'X~' >½}. Then, for n >N, 
( 1 ~ ~;(C~)>},o)>Po. P [XR(n)l/n >Yo, INR(n)----~I j  N,t.I 
Let H(/~(C~)I v(C~)) denote the relative ntropy between the restrictions of p, v to C '~, 
(C~)q By the nonnegativity and convexity of H, for n > N, 
_ F1 "-t ] 
ExH(fl"l L" ® q)= Ex Ln j=~o H(~7(')[q()(j,')) 
[ 1"1  C~)) 1 
' ;1 NR(n) ~N. ~.j q(X j, C ~ )
~>Po kTo log (70/26) - k, 
where in the last inequality the boundedness below of the function x log x is used, and 
k is some constant independent of 6. Taking 6 small enough, the last display 
contradicts the assumption sup, ExH(]~"IL" ®q)<K < ac. We conclude that (8) 
holds. [] 
We next consider an important property of the measures ]? (da x db [ x). The prop- 
erty is another expression of the fact that all the mass at ½ in the limit arrives from the 
left. 
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Lemma 3. Assume that sup, Ex H (fl"[ L," @ q) < K < ~, and let fl" ~ ft. Then for some 
(random) probability measure 71 on [0, 1] with ~ ( (3,1])=0,  f l(daxdbl½)-- 
fill2 (da) ~U(db) w.p.1. 
Proof. We again invoke the Skorohod representation a d assume that the convergen- 
ces are all w.p. 1. We have the following inequalities, each of which is explained below. 
fl({½} x [0, 1] x(½, 1]) =/~({½} x {21} x(½, 1]) 
~<lim/~(ro, 1] x (½-  5, ½ + 5)x(½, 13) 
6~0 
~<l iml imsupf l " ( [0 ,1 ]×(½-  5,±+5)x(½,1])2 
= lim lim sup fl"([0, 1] x(½,½ + 8)x (  1, 1]) 
~0 n~oo 
= lim lim sup fi"((½, ½ + 8)x (½, 1]) 
~0 n~oo 
~< lim lim sup fi" ((½, ½ + 8) × (0, 1]) 
6~0 n--* o9 
~< lim lira sup fi"(C ~) = 0. 
6~0 n~oo 
The lower semicontinuity of H('I'), Lemma 2, and the assumption that 
sup, ExH(fl" lE"®q) <K < ~ together imply H(flIE®~t) < ~ and therefore 
/~<<L ® ~ w.p.1. Since ~(½, da x [0, 1]) = 51/2 (da), we see that/~(da x dbl 21) take the 
form 81/2 (da) ~u (db), which gives the first equality. The next inequality is obvious, and 
the second inequality follows from the weak convergence/~" /g. The second equality 
is due to the fact that q(x, [0, ½] x [½, 1]) = 0 for all x e [0, 1]. The third equality is due 
to (7), and all succeeding inequalities are obvious given the limit (8). The lemma now 
follows from the fact that j~(da x db 13) has the form 61/2 (da)TJ(db). [] 
We now put these facts together. Suppose that E = C81/2 4- (1 -- C)V, where both 
v and c may be random, c e [0,1], and v({1/2}) = 0. Using the lower semicontinuity of
H we obtain 
lim infExH(-~"lE" ® q) ~>Ex H(j~ I/Z ® ~) 
n~oo 
= E. fH (da x db I x) l ~(x, da x db)) E (dx). 
We consider the last integral over the sets {½] and [0, 1] \ {½}. According to Lemma 3, 
~(da x dblx) = 61/2 (da)~U(db) w.p.1, where ~u (db) is supported on [½, 1] w.p.1. The 
infimum of H (.[p) over all such measures occurs at the measure U [½, 1], with relative 
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entropy H(U [½, 1] IP) = 21og2. Thus 
H(fl(daxdb)lx)lgl(x, daxdb))E(dx)>~c21og2. 
1/21 
We next consider x 3½. Define the random transition kernel n(x, da)= 
fl(da × I-0, 1 ] I x). Then fl(da × db)[ x) << p(x, da) 6 I ~,a)(db) implies fl (da × [0, 1] [ x) = 
n(x, da)6i~,al(db ) (L - a.s., w.p.1). We can therefore w.p.1 write 
ft H (fi (da x db)[ x) [ q (x, da x db)) L (dx) 
O, 11,11/21 
= it H (n(x, da) lp(x, da)) L(dx) 
0, 11,,{1/2} 
= (1 - c)H(v(dx)n(x, da) lv(dx)p(x, da)). 
Recall that by Lemma 1, L is an invariant measure for n. Because of the definition 
n(x, da) = fl(da x [0, 1][x) and the equality fl(da x db]½) = 61/2 (da) ~(db), we see n(½, 
[0, ~)w (:, 1] and {½}. When combined da) = 61/2(da). Hence n decomposes ~" into 1 1 
with the fact that f~ is invariant under n and v({½}) = 0, this implies that both 31/2 and 
v are invariant under n. The definition (1) then implies 
(1 - c)H(v(dx)n(x, da)]v(dx)p(x, da)) + cH(Tlp) >~I(L), 
w.p.1. It follows from (5) and (6) and the convexity of the relative ntropy function that 
n--1 
_1" 'H(~(da)[p~7, da) =_1 ~, H~;(daxdb)lq(Xj,-" daxdb)) 
n j= l  n j= l  
H(]PIL" Q q). 
Hence the continuity o f f  and the last five displays allow one to calculate 
lim inf inf Ex H (9] (') ] p (X~-" ,. )) + f(L,)  
n~Qc I~;]} j= l  
>~Ex(I(L) +f(L)) >~ inf (I(p) +f(p)), 
which completes the proof of (2). 
Proof of the lower semicontinuity of I ('). We next prove that I defined on J/~ (~) in (1) 
is lower semicontinuous. As always with the weak convergence approach, the proof of 
lower semicontinuity is essentially a deterministic version of the proof of the large 
deviation upper bound. Let p"-~p = (1 -  c)v + c61/2 with v({1/2})= 0, and for 
simplicity assume that p"({1/2})=0. (The general case poses only notational 
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difficulties). Assume that I(p") ~<K, i.e., 
K ~> inf H(#" (dx) ~(x, da) I p" (dx) p(x, da)) 
{re (x, da): S u"(dx) n(x, daj= tt"(da) } 
= inf H (p" (dx) ~ (x, da) 3 s I~, ) (db)] #" (dx) p (x, da)) 3s¢~ ' ~j (db)). 
{ n (x, da): S u" (dx) rc (x, da) = u" (da) } 
(9) 
>! andf(x ,  a) = (a ½)/(x - ½) + ½ i fx  <½.) (We recall the definition f(×, a) = 0 if x ~ 2 
By essentially the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2, one sees that 
#" (dx)p(x, da)6S(x ' a)(db) ~,~ ~/~(dx) ~(x, da x db). 
Next let n" be an approximate minimizer in (9). By this we mean that for some 
sequence , --*,_~ ~ 0 we choose ~" (x, da) to satisfy 
inf H(p"(dx)rc(x, da)[ p"(dx) p(x, da)) 
[re (x, da): ~ u"( dx) r~ (x, daI= ~"(da) } 
>>,H(#"(dx)r:(x, da)lt~"(dx)p(x, da)) - e,, 
where ~/ : (dx)n"(x ,  da) =/ : (da) .  Let O"(dx × da) =/ : (dx)n" (x ,  da). By compact- 
ness, at least along a subsequence we will have O"(dx × da)--*,,~ O(dx x da)= 
#(dx)~(x, da), with O(A × [0, 1]) = 0([0, 1] × A) =/~(A) for all measurable A c [0, 1]. 
Thus /~ is invariant under n. Moreover, again by compactness, O,(dx×da) 
3:~x,,)(db) ~,~ fl(dx × da × db) for some probability measure ft. By the lower 
semicontinuity of H ( .]. ), 
lim inf H (0,(dx x da) 3f(~,,) (db)]/ :  (dx)p (x, da) 3f(x, a) (db)) 
t l~c~ 
~> H (fl (dx x da x db) ]/~ (dx) ~ (x, da x db)). 
If c =/~ ({½}) > 0, then fl({½], da x db) must be absolutely continuous with respect o 
31/z(da) p(db). Hence, /7({½] x da xdb)= c3a/2(da)~(db) where T is a probability 
measure. By essentially the same argument as that used in the proof of Lemma 3, 
~v((½, 1]) = 0. It follows by convexity that 
H(~(dx x da x db) l#(dx)~l(X, da x db)) 
>~(1 -- c)H (v(dx)~, da)]v(dx)p(x, da)) + cH(~PJp). 
Now since 0 equals the first two marginals of ~, fl({½} × da × db) = 31/2 (da) ~(db) 
implies ~(½, da) = 31/2(da). Now we use the facts that/~ is invariant under ~ and that 
v({½}) = 0 to conclude that v is also invariant under ~. According to the definition (1), 
this implies 
(1  - c)H(v(dx)~(x, da)[ v(dx)p(x, da)) + cH(~[p) >~I(#), 
and the lower semicontinuity follows. 
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Proof of the inequality (3), and the large deviation lower bound. Let f~  Ch (///1 (Y')) be 
given. Sincefis bounded the right hand side of(3) is finite. Let IL = c61/2 + (1 - c)v be 
a minimizer in the right hand side of(3), with v({1/2}) = 0 and I(/~) < ~. It is easy to 
check that v is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebsegue measure. Indeed, 
suppose that rt(x, da) has v as an invariant measure and that H(v(dx)rt(x, da)] 
v (dx)p(x, da)) < ~.  Then z (x,-) is absolutely continuous with respect o p(x, "), and 
hence also Lebesgue measure, for v-almost every x. If the Lebesgue measure of A is 
zero, then v(A) = ~ re(x, A)v(dx) = 0, which shows that v is absolutely continuous with 
respect o Lebesgue measure. 
To simplify the notation, we assume 1 > c >~0. The general case is quite similar. For 
6 >0 let rc~(x, dy) be a transition kernel such that v is invariant under rt~ and 
H(v(dx)rta(x, da)[v(dxlp(x, da)) ~<(l(fl) - 2c log 2)/(1 - c) + 6. 
A slight difficulty is that v is not necessarily an ergodic measure for 7z6(x, da), and 
hence the Markov chain generated by the latter might not have empirical measure 
converging to v. Consider the family of transition kernels and measures v~ and 7r~ 
defined by 
v~(da) = (1 - c)v(da) + ev* (da), 
v~(dx)rt~a(x, da) = (1 - r.)v(dx)rta(x, da) + ev*(dx)p(x, da), 
where e e [0, 1] and v* is the unique invariant measure of p(x, da). Note that because 
the x marginals of both sides of the last equality are equal, such a 7t~ is well defined for 
Lebesgue-almost all x, and the definition is extended to all x in such a way as to make 
~,~(x, da) dominate p(x, da) for all x. The following facts are easily shown. For  full 
details the interested reader can consult Lemma 8.6.3 in Dupuis and Ellis (1996). The 
first item is true because p(x, da) is ergodic, while the second follows from the 
convexity of H (-[.). 
• For each ~: >0, the kernel 7t](x, da) is ergodic, with unique invariant measure v ~. 
• For  each e e [0, 1], 
H (v ~" (dx) rt,] (x, da) ] v ~ (dx) p (x, da)) ~< H (v (dx) rta (x, da) I v (dx) p (x, da)). 
We now fix e >0 such that d(v, v ~) <~6. If we choose the measures i;7(. ) to equal 
z] (X], .), then the L 1 ergodic theorem implies that there exists an N such that for all 
xe  [0, 1] and all n >(1 - c)N, 
and moreover 
( nl ) 
Ex ~, Hf f~( ' ) lp ( ) ( ; , ' ) )  ~<~ + H(v(dx)n~(x, da)lv(dx)p(x, da)). 
j=O 
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Next, let 
[0, ½], x e [½, 1] 
p(x, da) = [~ + 1/4, ½], x E [0, ½]. 
If we choose the measures v~ (') to equal p(X], "), then by increasing N if need be, we 
obtain for all x e [0, 1] and all n > (1 - c)N 
and the cost 
E (1 n-1 "))) 2 
X\nj~=oH(~,](.)lpX ~, = log2. 
We next define a time inhomogeneous Markov chain. If j is of the form 
j = k(N + 2) + [, where [e  {0, ... ,N + 1} and k = 0,1 . . . .  ,then we set 
q~'(da) 
t 1 3 
UET,~-XT/23 if Xj' <½, 
_ >_1 d=0,  phase 1, 
U [½, 1] if Xj' ;/2, 
= U[0, 1], d = 1, phase 2, 
e --n n~ (X j, da), ( = 2, ..., 2 + (1 - c)N, phase 3, 
p(Xj',da), F=3+(1-c )N , . . . ,N+I .  phase 4. 
(We have assumed cN to be an integer, the modification required if it is not is 
straightforward.) During phase 1, the chain is positioned somewhere in [1/2, 1] at 
a cost of 2 log 2. During phase two, the chain is redistributed according to U [0, 1] at 
zero cost. Let q~ denote the occupation measure of the chain during the third phase of 
the kth cycle: 
1 2+(1 -c)N 
- -  (1 - -  c)--------N 6xz  ...... , .  ,(=2 
Because phase 2 guarantees that during each cycle phase 3 is started from the uniform 
distribution, the random variables {q~,, k = 1 . . . .  , [n/(N + 2)]} are independent and 
identically distributed, where [a] denotes the integer part of a. By the law of large 
numbers, 
Y. qT,,v ~ ~<limsupd ~ r/~,,Eq~ 
,~ ~ [n/(]V + 2)] k =, ,+ o~ En/(N- + 2)] k =1 
+ d(Eq"l,v ~) <6 
in probability. The chain spends a period of length cN in phase 4 of the kth cycle, 
during which the empirical measure is controlled by/5 and hence converges to within 
5 of 61/2, w.p.1. 
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By taking N large, we can guarantee that the contributions due to phases 1 and 2 to 
L, are smaller than 6 in the total variation norm. Thus for sufficiently large N, 
lim sup, .  ~ d(L,, p) ~< 36 in probability. When combined with the given bounds on 
the costs, we obtain 
lim sup/~ ~ -" • -" H% ( )IP(X~ ,. )) + f(L.)  ~< I (~) + ~ + 2 log 2/N 
n~ ,z j=  0 
+ sup f(~). 
f~:d (t~, ~0 ~<36 
Inequality (3) follows since N < oc and 6 >0 are arbitrary. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. [] 
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